TIER I ADOPTION NOTICE

SAE-ARP1590A, "Recommended Part Numbering Guidelines for Fluid System Components Inch System of Measurements", was adopted on August 4, 2016 for use by the Department of Defense (DoD). Proposed changes by DoD activities must be submitted to the DoD Adopting Activity: DLA Land and Maritime, ATTN: VAI, 3990 East Broad Street, Columbus, OH 43218-3990 or FluidFlow@DLA.mil. Copies of this document are available online at http://www.sae.org or from the Society of Automotive Engineers, 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, Pennsylvania, United States, 15096-0001.

Note that SAE-ARP1590A is referenced by AN838, AN839, AN840, AN841, AN842, AN844, AN846, AN848, AN849, AN914, and AN915, with the assigned Preparing Activity of DLA - CC.
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